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A massive new aggregate data set 
on American politics is now avail- 
able. Our Record Of American De- 
mocracy (ROAD)' data include elec- 
tion returns, socioeconomic 
summaries, and demographic mea- 
sures of the American public at un- 
usually low levels of geographic ag- 
gregation. The NSF-supported 
ROAD project covers every state in 
the country from 1984 through 1990 
(including some off-year elections). 
One collection of data sets includes 
every election at and above State 
House, along with party registration 
and other variables, in each state for 
the roughly 170,000 precincts nation- 
wide (about 60 times the number of 
counties). Another collection has 
added to these (roughly 30-40) po- 
litical variables an additional 3,725 
variables merged from the 1990 U.S. 
Census for 47,327 aggregate units 
(about 15 times the number of coun- 
ties) about the size of one or more 
cities or towns. These units com- 
pletely tile the U.S. landmass. This 
collection also includes geographic 
boundary files so users can easily 
draw maps with these data. 

We find it remarkable that the 
electoral record of the world's lead- 
ing democracy is routinely lost or 
discarded. Election returns in the 
U.S. are collected by precinct and 
passed on to county offices in every 
state. In these county offices, the 
official electoral record then gets 
stuffed under desks, recycled, occa- 
sionally put into archives, or most 
often discarded. For the first time, a 
substantial piece of the entire elec- 
toral record of American democracy 
has been preserved. We hope some- 
one (or our elected officials) takes 
on the task of institutionalizing the 
formal preservation of this record. 
For now, we hope the scientific com- 
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munity will take advantage of this 
unprecedented opportunity. 

The ROAD data represent an op- 
portunity for political scientists, ge- 
ographers, quantitative historians, 
sociologists, and others to learn 
about electoral behavior, the politi- 
cal characteristics of local commu- 
nity context, electoral geography, the 
role minority groups play in elec- 
tions and legislative redistricting, 
split ticket voting and divided gov- 
ernment, elections under federalism, 
and numerous other topics of central 
importance to many disciplines. 

Some examples: 

* With few exceptions, scholars until 
now have had access to district- 
level (i.e. state, county, or constit- 
uency) electoral information at 
best, usually for only one office at 
a time. Presidential election re- 
sults broken down by congres- 
sional districts are impossible to 
obtain except for a few recent 
years, and are of dubious quality; 
more detailed disaggregation is 
usually unobtainable. In contrast, 
our data can provide presidential 
(and other) election results broken 
down by the much smaller State 
House districts and even show de- 
tailed geographic variation across 
precincts within a State House 
district. 

* A recent state legislative data col- 
lection project led by Malcolm 
Jewell (1992) provided valuable 
district-level data, from which 
scholars have learned an enor- 
mous amount. By continuing in 
this tradition, precinct-level data 
will increase the resolution of our 
knowledge of electoral politics 
substantially. In contrast to data 
on the 50 States, 435 U.S. House 
Districts, 1,916 State Senate Dis- 
tricts, 3,139 counties, and even the 
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4,675 districts of the lower house 
of state legislatures, the approxi- 
mately 170,000 precincts in the 
U.S. provide considerably more 
detailed information. They contain 
information about small, local 
communities, with much more 
variation than the higher level ag- 
gregates. 

* Scholars using electoral data rec- 
ognize its geographical nature, but 
they have only rarely been able to 
access geographical information. 
As a result, the vast majority of 
published analyses, even those on 
topics such as redistricting or po- 
litical geography, have necessarily 
ignored the geographic placement 
of districts. Maps have not had a 
central place in the study of 
American politics since V.O. Key 
was writing. The ROAD data en- 
able scholars to study the geo- 
graphic nature of American poli- 
tics and to draw maps easily. That 
is, not only are precinct-level data 
available, but we provide the data 
in geographic formats, when possi- 
ble, providing information on local 
context. In particular, scholars will 
be able to use mapping software, 
such as ArcView or MapInfo, to 
analyze geographical features of 
American politics and to merge 
them with other types of geo- 
graphical data. 

* Scholars will be able to use these 
aggregate data to draw inferences 
about individual behavior using 
newly available methods of ecolog- 
ical inference (King 1997) and as- 
sociated public domain software 
programs (available at http:// 
GKing.Harvard.Edu). Survey re- 
search has taught us a great deal, 
but as data on random collections 
of isolated individuals from un- 
known geographic locations, they 
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miss much that the ROAD project 
can provide. To put it differently, 
if you were an ambitious graduate 
student in the late 1940s or before 
interested in the quantitative study 
of American politics, you would 
probably be drawing maps, doing 
detailed studies of local politics. If, 
instead, you (like almost everyone 
in the field today) started any time 
during the second half of this cen- 
tury, after Robinson's (1950) eco- 
logical fallacy article and following 
the advent of modern survey re- 
search, you likely became a survey 
researcher. Today, the literature is 
dominated by survey analyses, but 
with new aggregate data and 
methods, we all have many new 
opportunities to redress this imbal- 
ance. 

* For the first time, scholars will be 
able to study data from numerous 
offices at many different levels of 
aggregation-from precincts, to 
state assembly districts, to state 
senate districts, to U.S. House dis- 
tricts, or to states. (Counties and 
other aggregation levels are also 
possible.) Even without survey 
data, this will make it possible to 
study how the same voter groups 
cast their ballots across many dif- 
ferent offices. ROAD data will 
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enable more detailed studies of 
split ticket voting and of the fac- 
tors leading to divided government 
at many levels, for any or all 
states. 

* The ROAD data should make 
possible many new studies of legis- 
lative redistricting, and associated 
analyses and forecasts of political 
and racial fairness, compactness, 
the consequences of equal popula- 
tion constraints on gerrymander- 
ers, and related issues. 

* Finally, this is the first data set to 
be generally available to the aca- 
demic community that is on par in 
terms of quality and quantity with 
the data politicians and political 
strategists have been using for de- 
cades to target campaign re- 
sources. As a result, this data set 
could also produce new, more de- 
tailed studies of campaign strategy, 
but on a massive and comprehen- 
sive nationwide scale. 

In part because this data set is of 
such exceptional value, and in part 
because it would take many re- 
searchers many lifetimes to exploit it 
fully, we are releasing it prior to 
publishing much from it. The data 
have been deposited in the ICPSR. 
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and data at http://data.fas. 
harvard.edu/ROAD/. 

Notes 

*King and Palmquist can be reached at the 
Department of Government, Harvard Univer- 
sity, Littauer Center North Yard, Cambridge, 
MA 02138 or via e-mail at king@harvard.edu 
and blp@latte.harvard.edu, respectively. 

1. The ROAD team, in addition to King 
and Palmquist, has included at different times 
Greg Adams, Micah Altman, Kenneth Benoit, 
Jeffrey B. Lewis, Claudine Gay, Russ Mayer, 
and Eric Reinhardt. 
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The general proposition that those 
in one political science subfield 

December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 December 1997 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 
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